


When detailing a car the first thing to do is pre-treat any stains present, this is where Thanatos the God of 
Death, Ares the God of War, Perseus and Hades the God of the Underworld come into play. Eradicating 
the toughest of dead bugs, stubborn tree saps, removing excess iron oxide fallout and tar spots with ease. 

THANATOS

ARES

PRE-CLEANING

DECONTAMINATION
&

PERSEUS
HADES



Thanatos is a God to fear 

but in our case it’s a God 

you will adore and praise. 

He usually carries humans 

off to the underworld but 

this time its Bugs and Sap 

he’s after.

In order to remove the most 

stubborn of contaminants 

you need to have a powerful 

solution, for this we have 

Ares the Greek God of War. 

Brandish the untamed 

aspect of war as you tackle 

some of the most persistent 

iron contaminants.

PRE CLEANING

DECONTAMINATION
&



Perseus was brought into our range 

as a brute, a warrior, someone 

strong to remove the tough, tar 

spots that latch onto your car all 

year round. With incredible bravery 

and valour, Perseus will eliminate 

persistent tar spots from your 

vehicle with ease.

Call forth Hades an Almighty 

Power Pre Wash that easily 

removes light contaminants from 

your bodywork such as road grime

and loose dirt. Hades aids in the 

reduction of bodywork swirl marks 

and marring during your washing 

stage.

PRE CLEANING

DECONTAMINATION
&



Once the stubborn contaminants have been removed and the pre-treatment stage has been completed, a 
full body wash is the next step within the detailing process. Call upon Triton to bring wave after wave of 
snow foam - coating your car in a thick layer of shampoo or summon Proteus the God of Sea and Rivers 
to annihilate tougher dirt and road grime patches. It’s important to remove as many contaminants from 
your car surface as possible before restoring bodywork or applying protection to the paintwork.

PONTUS

HELIOS

BODYWORK

PREPARATION
&

PROTEUS
TRITON



No matter the conditions, Triton 

can summon the torrents of the 

seas providing a tsunami of snow 

foam at your desire.

BODYWORK

PREPARATION

Proteus is not only the God of 

Rivers but also a Premium 

Shampoo that is considered to be 

one of the ‘First’ within Greek 

and Car Gods Mythology.

&



BODYWORK

PREPARATION

Helios is a specially formulated 

soft top cleaner, designed to 

remove stubborn dirt and 

grime. Not many cars require 

such a specific product, but as 

you already know, there is a 

God for all walks of life, just 

like how we have a product for 

all detailing purposes.

&

Pontus Soft Top Water Seal 

creates a divine protective 

barrier for your hood whilst 

improving the appearance of the 

soft top. This quick and easy 

application will reproof, protect 

and preserve the cabriolet hood, 

extending the life of the hood 

whilst keeping it looking clean 

and fresh. 



Now that your vehicle’s bodywork has been pre-treated and washed, the next step is to make sure your cars 
surface is as smooth as glass ready for applying a layer of protection over the paintwork. Nothing has come 
close to perfecting this role until now. Morpheus Clay Bar and Clay Bar Lubricant effortlessly work side by 
side to decontaminate the surface whilst creating a reflection only seen before in detailer’s dreams!

MORPHEUS

HYALINE

PURIFICATION
&



Morpheus Clay Bar is incredibly 

effective at pulling up the last 

remnants of dirt from your paint 

surface, leaving your car silky 

smooth. 

HYALINE

PURIFICATION

Morpheus Clay Bar Lubricant is a 

vital component within the 

application of Morpheus Clay 

Bar. The end product will leave 

you believing you were in a 

dream.

&



EREBUS

At this stage of detailing, your vehicle will be pre-treated and fully cleaned in preparation for a stage of 
restoration and protection. This process involves cleaning and polishing – removing swirl marks, fine 
scratches and oxidized paint, restoring the car as much as possible back to factory condition whilst 
leaving a layer of protection behind.

PROTECTION

RESTORATION
&

ATHENA
APHRODITE



With the help of Erebus and 

Apollo, we managed to recruit 

Athena into our range. A Wax that 

is built on wisdom with a mindset 

of victory, Athena leaves a layer 

of protection that lasts.

PROTECTION

RESTORATION

Erebus, a deep dark wax, provides 

exceptional protection and shine, 

whilst also being the 

personification of Darkness and 

Shadows.

&



PROTECTION

RESTORATION

Aphrodite helps create a totally 

smooth surface that repels 

water and sunlight whilst 

protecting the paintwork 

beneath. This Goddess of Love 

and Beauty will flaunt a 

bodywork shine that will rival 

the brightest of diamonds.

&

Summon forth Eros, God of 

Love and Desire, wielder of the 

Eternal Black. The specially 

formulated black pigmented 

Ceramic coating boasts an 

advanced Hybrid Sio2 and Wax 

synergy to produce a superior 

deep black finish. 



ADONIS

Now the vehicle is gleaming, scratch free and protected from the elements, the next step is to make sure 
your wheels and glass are immaculate and streak free. Nyx Black Angel Tyre Serum coats your Tyres 
with an exceptional layer of black gloss that protects the wheel whilst applying a wet look shine. Or for a 
super quick shine that lasts, try Adonis Tyre Glaze which coats the tyre with a sealant that reflects dirt and 
dust whilst locking in the deep black shine. Whilst Hermes and Apollo look after the rims.

DRESSINGS

RENOVATION
&

HERMES
APOLLO

NYX



When it comes to detailing, the 

wheels are a vital part of completing 

your desired result. So let Hermes 

help put the message across that 

you're a serious about detailing.

DRESSINGS

RENOVATION

To help maintain your detailed 

vehicle, we have called upon 

Apollo’s truth and prophecy to 

guide us in creating a Divine 

Wheel Wax for the world to use 

and enjoy. 

&



As soon as Nyx is applied to 

Tyres, you will immediately 

understand why this product is  

named after the night. A pitch 

black dressing that lasts and lasts 

whatever the weather.

DRESSINGS

RENOVATION
&

To help aid your tyres back to 

life, providing a desirable wet 

look shine. Simply apply Adonis 

onto your Tyre walls and watch 

the beautiful restoration happen 

before your eyes.



By this point your car exterior has been pre-cleaned, prepared, protected and renovated by the Deities. Its 
only fitting to have a few more Gods help finish the job off on the interior. Hestia the Goddess of Home 
and Hearth focuses her efforts on tackling moderate stains and spills on upholstery surfaces, whilst 
Dionysius hones in on reviving worn leather interiors, nourishing the dried out leather. For all your 
interior detailing, Aether the God of light shines through, providing exceptional cleaning to a multitude of 
surfaces. Not forgetting Zeus for those sparkling windows and mirrors.

INTERIOR

PRESERVATION
&

DIONYSIUS
AETHER
HESTIA

ARTEMIS
ZEUS



Hestia is a powerful fabric cleaner, 

formulated to quickly penetrate 

and lift dirt and grime embedded 

into all upholstered surfaces. 

Dionysius is a powerful Leather 

Cleaner & Conditioner designed 

to revitalise and protect leather 

surfaces, whilst also being the 

God of ritual madness at the same 

time. Need we say more?

INTERIOR

PRESERVATION
&



Taking examples from the 

Goddess of Virginity, Artemis 

removes tough stains, restoring 

the condition of the fabric back 

to near virgin status. 

Aether is an All Purpose Cleaner 

that is suitable for a wide variety 

of tasks on different surfaces. 

Aether not only removes dirt and 

stains, but also leaves a fresh 

scent worthy of the Gods within 

your vehicle. 

INTERIOR

PRESERVATION
&



As the Greek God of the sky, ruler 

of all Olympian Gods and a 

powerful Glass Cleaner, Zeus will 

have you questioning whether 

you have the window up or down 

or whether it’s even there at all.

INTERIOR

PRESERVATION
&



In order to create a professional quality finish you need to be equipped with quality products and tools. 
Hygieia, Theia and Nike glide across the vehicles surface with ease. These premium accessories are a 
perfect match for the Greek God of Hygiene, Goddess of Shining Light and Goddess of Cleanliness, 
resembling all of their characteristics whilst in action.

ACCESSORIES

AIR FRESHENERS
&

HYGIEIA
THEA
NIKE



Car Gods 54 Range would be 

nowhere without the helping hand 

of Hygieia. Our Premium Wash 

Mitt is perfect for tackling a 

variety of stains on a multitude of 

surfaces.

Theia – The God of Shining 

Light, also a premium microfibre 

cloth to help aid in a variety of 

detailing tasks. Designed to 

achieve professional scratchless 

results, Theia is perfect for 

soaking up water or for a quick 

dusting down inside and out.

ACCESSORIES

AIR FRESHENERS
&



Summon Nike, the Goddess of 

victory, to provide a premium 

quality microfibre drying cloth 

perfect for a gentle, yet 

thorough dry of the vehicle 

after washing. Nike will leave 

the vehicle’s bodywork with all 

the glory and fame.

7

Car Gods Air Fresheners 

provide a long lasting, clean 

refreshing grapefruit fragrance.

ACCESSORIES

AIR FRESHENERS
&



Harness the legendary power of 

the Gods with the Ultimum 

Perfectum Collection.

The Car Gods custom detailing 

collection contains everything 

you need to achieve the ultimate 

finish, for the automotive 

perfectionist.

ACCESSORIES

AIR FRESHENERS
&



Scratches are the bane of every motorists life, step forward Iris, the goddess of rainbows. The Diamond 
Custom Colour range will provide an easy way to clean, restore and wax your vehicle, removing surface 
oxidation, blemishes and minor scratches leaving a divine deep gloss shine that lasts.

IRIS

CUSTOM COLOUR



Summon forth Iris, the Goddess 

of Rainbows to provide an easy 

way to clean, restore and wax 

your vehicle. Iris is a 3 in 1 

treatment designed to restore lack 

lustre paintwork in one simple 

application. 

Iris' advanced polymers, 

pigmented resins and wax 

technology provides a 

straightforward approach to 

removing surface oxidation, 

blemishes and minor scratches 

leaving a divine deep gloss shine 

that lasts.

IRIS

CUSTOM COLOUR



RANGE

EXTENSION

Professional Detailers asked for their favourite Car Gods products in 5 Litres, so we listened & we delivered!





ULTIMUM

PERFECTUM

Car Gods ‘PERFECTUM’ Range is a collection of specialised formulations designed to 

tackle unique situations within the detailing process. Introducing Car Gods parent products 

- Cronus, Atlas, Kratos and Prometheus. Call upon the Titans to provide an extra level of 

expertise within your detailing operation this year.



Prometheus Pure Compound is a trickster 

when it comes to cleaning and restoring 

the original colour of your vehicle. 

Prometheus Pure Compound is a 

re-generating and restoring liquid 

compound that rejuvenates and brings new 

life back to faded and jaded vehicle 

paintwork. This unique formulation 

contains gentle mineral components which 

easily removes surface contaminants, 

blemishes and imperfections, revitalising 

your paintwork. Prometheus is the perfect 

pre-treatment prior to use of Atlas Wax of 

the Gods or Cronus Holy Water Secret 

Shield.

Trust the Titans.



Atlas, not only holds up the celestial heavens 

for eternity but carries forth the Wax of the 

Gods, protecting, polishing and revitalising 

your vehicle to a deep high gloss shine with 

ease. 

Containing our finest Carnauba wax, Atlas 

coats your vehicles bodywork with a hard 

shell finish for gloss and protection. This 

unique formulation consists of silicones 

within a special blend, working in harmony 

with the harder waxes to achieve the finest of 

results. Atlas not only enhances gloss and 

depth of colour but also safely removes 

minor surface blemishes or imperfections.

Trust the Titans.



Summon forth the Father of Gods and 

the beholder of Holy Water Secret 

Shield, Titan Cronus, to provide your 

vehicles bodywork with a mythical 

shine. This unique formulation contains 

a special blend of polymers and 

silicones which bond to the surface 

providing a long lasting protective 

shield. Cronus simply adds a mythical 

shine whilst helping seal it away. Just 

spray on sparingly and wipe off to watch 

dust and dirt easily rinse away time after 

time.

Trust the Titans.



Summon forth Kratos, God of Strength and 

Fortitude, wielder of the Ceramic Wax. The 

specially formulated Ceramic coating boasts 

advanced Hybrid SiO2 and wax synergy to 

produce a superior finish with a sweet cherry 

fragrance.

The hybrid system provides a protective 

shield between your vehicles paintwork and 

the elements, making it easier to remove dirt 

and other deposits from treated surfaces.

Trust the Titans.



COMING

2021

A powerful provider of protection, Ceramico

bonds to the paintwork with ease to form an 

ultra hard Polysilazane coating. Upon 

application, minor imperfections are masked 

and an incredible depth of gloss is revealed. 

The long lasting resin coating forms a 

hydrophobic barrier that not only 

encourages rain water & dirt to repel, but 

also forms high resistance against swirl 

marks, corrosion and bird lime. 




